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Traveling Speed
by Rev. Paul Hyung Cho

Once while driving on the freeway, I was held
up by perhaps the largest convoy I have ever
seen. Two extended flatbed semis joined
together to carry a single cylinder. Try to picture the scene. Usually a single semi with an
oversized load is impressive. Imagine two
rigs conjoined! It was massive, and also very
slow. I caught a glimpse from the off ramp to
find that it was a SpaceX Falcon rocket.
You have heard the phrase, “slow and steady
wins the race.” It refers to Aesop's famous
fable and there is certainly some truth to this
parable. In ministry, “slow and steady” has
been more effective in the long run. Likewise,
this convoy. But let’s be clear, being quick and
being diligent are not mutually exclusive.
While the convoy was slow, SpaceX is not.
Just look at what they have been able to do in
15 years or what Tesla has accomplished in
only 14. Elon Musk, if not his companies, is
fast and diligent. So is more of our world.
Our world is faster than ever before. We train
in just about everything we do to be efficient or
effective, and likely both. Jack Welch, former
CEO of General Electric, would even go as far
to say “If you’re not fast, you’re dead.” Speed
matters in our world, but speed is not always
the goal.

To be clear, “speed” is not the focus of the
church as an entity that deals in the realm of
the spiritual and eternal. Yet, I find in scripture
a constant if not growing sense of urgency.
For me, the urgency reflects our attitude and
the speed reflects a measure of some
distinguishable result in a given period.
In light of a company that travels at break neck
speeds in rocket science but slows to a crawl
in transporting it, I am reminded that there is
such a thing that cannot be coerced, rushed,
or bought. That is trust. Trust is that rare state
of a deep relationship with equal parts responsibility and vulnerability. Trust between the
drivers made the transporting convoy succeed.
Slow, but that trust was necessary for motion.
Building up trust is a mutual process and
cannot be hastened. It must take its course if
it is to endure. Like a dance between partners,
there are times of toe-stepping, followed by
immediate and sincere apologies, and the
grace to forgive and be forgiven.
For such growth, for such a dance to become
elegant and graceful, speed is irrelevant, only
our attitude. So let us travel at the speed of
trust. Our goal is not to finish first, but to finish
together, like a dance in the trusting arms of
each other with joy and thanksgiving.
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Heartfelt thanks go out to those who participated in the 2017 Crop Walk:
walkers, donors and volunteers! First UNITED Methodist Church (both congregations) contributed $3,260,* in cash or check, toward the grand total from
all Tucson area walks of $18,306. We had 14 registered walkers!
I can't think of a time of greater need here at home in Tucson and around the
world. By your response, I believe that this need spoke to many Crop Walkers
and Crop Walk supporters.
Thanks to Eileen Bates who helped with the promotion of the Walk. Special
recognition, as well, goes out to Jason Majuta and numerous volunteers who
helped with set up, serving refreshments and cleaning up following the Event.
The Walk organizers and participants, as well, appreciate our welcoming spirit.
Christ's words from Matthew 25:40 speak to me as we anticipate the impact
of the Crop Walk.
“Whenever you do one of these things to someone overlooked
or ignored, you do it to me.”

Prayer List
Jodie Crockett
Randy Ford
Judy Gray
Edna Rosenberger
Eunice Santos
Mimi Shay
Gail Sinclair
Jean Snider
Nancy Vorres
Marilyn Wright
Ruth Ann Wright
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*Our contribution does not include any donations sent directly to Church World
Services or donations made on line.

5-Day Academy for Spiritual Formation
by Cindy Rinehart

I attended the 5-Day Academy for Spiritual Formation from October 22-27.
It was held at the Redemptorist Renewal Center in a beautiful and quiet
desert setting. The Academy included many hours of silent reflection time,
wonderful guest presenters, as well as a number of services each day for
singing, homilies, and liturgy.
The presenters (Luther Smith and Suzanne Seaton) were full of wonderful
teachings for our consideration in understanding where each of us are on
our spiritual journey. It was a time to create many new friendships and a new
spiritual community. These academies are offered in Tucson every two
years so I hope others will be interested in attending in the fall of 2019.

Author Anne Lamott Tells of a Simple,
Yet Profound Faith
Some Thoughts on Faith from Traveling Mercies
by Teddy Wintersteen

December Birthdays
1

Anne Lamott comes to her faith through a lot of struggle, struggle
of a dysfunctional family, drug abuse, alcoholism, and great
personal insecurities. Maybe most
writers about spirituality come from
places of pain, but her approach to
her faith is certainly unique.
Anne defines her faith through her
personal struggles, but she
does so with humor, self-criticism,
and honesty. Through very good
friends, reading other spiritual authors, and most of all, a church
family of mostly African-American women who love and accept her,
she takes her own spiritual journey.
Her publisher says that she is walking proof that a person can be
both reverent and irreverent at the same time. Sometimes in the
same breath.

If you would like to see and hear her, google Ted Talks where she
gives us 12 pieces of advice that are both tongue-in-cheek and
profound.
Here is a story she tells of a little girl who was lost. Finally, a
policeman stopped to help her. She climbed into his car and they
started to drive around the neighborhood, looking for her house.
Finally, she saw her church on the corner. “You can let me out
here,” she told the policeman confidently. “This is my church. I can
always find my way home from here.”
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Nan Rollings
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Adam Lange
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21 Donald & Nan Rollings
27 Bob & Beth Walkup
28 Gary & Dottie Poczulp

FUMC Calendar Link—
[To access calendar click on
the link below.]

Another simple statement of faith: Anne’s best two prayers: In the
morning, ask God to “help me, help me, help me…” And in the
evening, say, “Thank you, thank you, thank you.”
One last good thought from Anne: “After we jump into the darkness
of the unknown, faith lets us believe that we will either land on solid
ground, or we will be taught how to fly.”
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Open Mic Encounters
by Terry Trewet

Low Fuel Light
There’s a strip of freeway
just south of Phoenix that
is nearly void of any gas
stations until Casa
Grande. On more than
one occasion, I left our
capital without filling up
only to find the low fuel
light glow just moments
later. Thank the Lord I’ve
never been stranded.
That low fuel light is a
clever one. So is that car
maintenance light. It turns
on at regular intervals
reminding me to schedule
a maintenance.
I wish there was a light for
the state of my spirit. I
have become more aware
of my spirit but I admit, I
have at times left for the
journey without checking
the fullness of my spirit
and sure enough, found
myself huffing and
puffing. Have you?
If only there were some
lights that could remind
us to fill up and schedule
some maintenance of the
soul...
Merry Christmas
Want tangible help?
Join one of these ->
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My name is Terry Trewet, and I was the one who suggested the idea of the
"OPEN MIC" ministry to Paul Cho. I have participated in several open mics in
different cities. I've found that when a church applies a ministry like this, it is
one way to reach beyond the congregation to the community to give many
aspiring artists a safe place to begin or grow their skills. It becomes a great
place to meet other musicians and various artists, from absolute beginners to
more skilled folks.
When there are participants from the congregation mixing with those from
without, the doors are open for sharing the love of Christ with those that we
might not have ever had the chance to meet. The results so far have been
good in encouraging FUMC members to step out in their skills, and now
we are starting to have others from outside showing up with pleasant
results. We're still learning and fine tuning the nuts and bolts of the events
but are pleased with the interactions so far. Thank you for your prayers and
consideration.

Why The Cycle of Grace?
by Paul Cho

We Wesleyans pride ourselves in having a particular understanding of grace.
Prevenient, justifying, and sanctifying grace are the bedrock of how we understand the work of the Holy Spirit in our lives. Yet, I am convinced that some of
us have yet to fully receive God’s love (grace) in our lives. We have focused
so much on Sanctification (the living out of the Holy Spirit) we have lost touch
of all that we were already called into receiving as children of God. I find this
most clear when we are unable to grant grace to others and perhaps more so
when we reject grace from others. Both are unacceptable.
The material covered in The Cycle of Grace is pivotal in our holistic lives in
Christ. It covers basic truths, yet, much is left wanting in our own lives. In the
ways that knowledge does not always correlate to meaningful outcome, I do
not believe that knowing the truth is the same as living in the truth.
I pray and hope that the truth of the gospel, the conviction of God’s unconditional love, be made real or become renewed in our spiritual journey together.
I hope this season of intentional reflecting, journaling, meeting, and sharing
will stir in us the movement of the Holy Spirit as it ignites all of us aflame.
Join us in 1 of 5 different small group sessions these next 6 weeks.
Sundays at 11:45am, 2pm (Korean), Mondays at 5pm, Tuesdays at 2pm, and
Thursdays at 5pm, just in time for choir rehearsal, all in the church library.

FUMC Foundation
by Suzanne Van Ort & Martha Preston

The First United Methodist Church Foundation, established in 1980,
provides support for the missions and ministries of First Church. The
Foundation is part of the stewardship ministries of First Church.
Stewardship is an essential part of the Christian faith and our Wesleyan tradition. As Christians we are called to be good and faithful stewards of all the blessings God has provided. Each individual is advised
to have a will, advanced directives and other legal documents related
to stewardship and your future.

You are encouraged to include the First Church Foundation in your
stewardship planning.
The First Church Foundation receives funds for current needs and
makes plans for years to come by receiving, managing and investing,
and protecting its funds. Foundation assets are prudently invested to
provide First Church with an income stream. The Foundation holds its
assets in a portfolio of bonds, equities and other appropriate investments. Earnings from these various assets are used to support multiple First United Methodist Church ministries and programs. For example, Foundation funds provide an annual contribution to First Church
as well as periodic funds for emergency needs of the Church and
Church-sponsored special mission projects.
The Foundation accepts bequests and specified gifts. Gifts may be
made in cash, stocks, bonds, IRAs, real estate, life insurance, charitable gift annuities, or other assets. Memorial and honor gifts are also
important ways to give to the Foundation. This type of giving allows
donors to help grow the Church ministries while paying tribute to a
friend or family member, living or deceased.
The Foundation and the Desert Southwest Conference provide information, references, and resources for will planning, bequest language
and planned giving. First Church Foundation Board members can
help you and your family with current and future financial planning as
part of your stewardship. We will be glad to meet with you to discuss
financial planning, answer questions you may have or refer you to appropriate legal resources that are in your best interests.
Now is the time to include First Church Foundation in your financial
and estate planning.
Contact us at:

NOMADS Are Coming!
The Nomads are
coming at the end of
January 2018. As you
know, these are teams
of Methodist retirees
who perform a wide
range of construction
repair and maintenance
projects at Methodist
churches and various
agencies, TMM for one.
The list of projects is
now being finalized.
Allan Wintersteen will,
once again, be lining up
volunteers for noon
meals four times a
week. Snacks and fresh
fruit will also be needed. Allan will be
“working the crowd”
in January.

The Meet 'n Eat group
would like to invite you
to a no host lunch at
Mimi's Cafe at
Wetmore and Oracle
on Friday, December 8,
at 11-30 a.m. RSVP to
Glen or Shirley Murray,
297-4796 or email
gsmurray56@comcast.net,
by Wed., December 6.

First United Methodist Church Foundation
915 E. Fourth Street, Tucson, AZ 85719
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Christmas Eve Services
Consider Lay
Servant Training!
In preparing for the Lay
Servant training, I ordered the book early
enough to complete it
before the training
weekend. The sessions
followed the book
along with excerpts
from the Book of
Discipline. The instructors, one of whom who
was our own Anita
Lange, brought up additional interesting facts
to add to the curriculum. I found the training easy to grasp and
helpful for anyone who
is called to serve. I encourage you to go too!
Raymond Coutu

Important Announcement

12/24

10 AM

Christmas Sunday Joint Service

Sanctuary

12/24

7 PM

Christmas Eve Joint Vigil

Sanctuary

12/31

7 PM

New Year’s Eve Joint Vigil

T-House

There will be no worship service on Christmas Day, Monday.

Have You Discovered the Joys of Korean Food?
by Teddy Wintersteen

If you liked the Korean food at the joint-congregation Advent potluck, here
are some recommendations from a small sample of the Korean congregation
on where to go for more, and what to order.
All of the people I spoke to recommended Takamatsu at 5532 Speedway
(the corner of Speedway and Craycroft.) Allan and I have also enjoyed
Kimchi Time at 2900 E Broadway.

Bimbom
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Recommended foods are spicy beef soup (if you like spicy), the buffet meal
for several people at your table, and the little dishes of appetizers the
restaurant offers. Bulgoki, barbecued beef is highly regarded, but the favorite
is bimbom, a mixture of rice, vegetables, and meat served in a sizzling hot
stone bowl.
Bulgoki

Beginning in January
2018, the Connect
newsletter will be a
subscription. In order to
receive the newsletter
via USPS you will need
to mail a check for
$6.00 for postage to the
church office. Note
Connect on the Memo
Line.

The Inn Project (TIP) Update
By Gretchen Lokey

December 14 marks the first anniversary of The Inn Project receiving
its first family. That date also will mark the fact that it was one year
ago First Church met and made the bold commitment to open doors to
families seeking asylum in the United States. The families needed a
safe place to rest as they transition to the next part of their journey.
First Church was willing to offer that place.
TIP Photo Corner

As of October 2017, The Inn had provided radical hospitality to 678
families, totaling 2,267 individuals. The number of individuals staying
at The Inn varies from day to day as do the ages of our guests. We
have received one family in a day and have also received 15 families
in a day. We have had guests almost 70 years of age and have had
guests 6 weeks old. On the odd day when we receive no families, we
do deep cleaning and organizing.
Over the year our census has fluctuated drastically but what is consistent is that the families continue to express their unending gratitude
for the hospitality that they receive at The Inn. A few weeks ago, I was
sitting on the floor playing with a few children, a mom came and sat
with me. She was smiling from ear to ear, while watching her four year
old laugh and play. She told me she had not seen him this happy
since before their journey began from Guatemala.

Two Inn Project Guests

I would like to thank First Church and the Korean congregation from
the bottom of my heart for your support. You continue to give so much;
the space, donation items, your time and service, etc. You certainly
make sure our guests are cared for and welcomed warmly.
As we begin our 2nd year of The Inn Project, December 15,
2017, please continue to keep us in mind with your prayers, your
volunteer hours and, of course, helping us gather the unending
supplies that are needed to keep The Inn Project up and running.

Waiting...

Following is a list of needed items:
Cloth shopping bags, back packs, children's’ clothes, small men
and small women’s clothes. Toiletries: toothpaste, toothbrushes,
deodorant, small size shampoo, conditioner, body soap, and bath
towels.
Food: Nutri-grain bars, bottled water, cups of soup, fruit snacks,
individually wrapped snacks (Cheez-it crackers, etc.).
Donations are welcome and appreciated! Make checks payable to
FUMC and note The Inn Project on the memo line.

Father and Son
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Storyline Classes, Led by Allison Hanzel
Donate Sanctuary Flowers
Would you like to place
flowers in the sanctuary in
honor or memory of a
loved one? If so, please
write your name on the
flower calendar located on
the wall outside the
church office. You will be
contacted to learn what
type of flowers you wish
and what you would like
placed in the Sunday
bulletin. Please make
checks payable to FUMC in
the amount of $35.00.

by Nan Rollings

YOU have a story and your fellow church members want to hear it!
Recently I discovered my story and how God is shaping it, thanks
to a six-week class at church led by a remarkable young teacher,
Allison Hanzel. A master’s candidate, she is an intern with
Pathways Counseling Services. The time zipped by.
The direction of the class was simple but profound. Using a
format developed by Donald Miller, Allison had us think back on
major events in our lives. We opened up with each other and included the bumpy parts of our journeys. We learned to look for
ways God had used the twists and turns. There were surprises.
And we were changed and energized as we looked to the future.
God is helping us step boldly toward our goals.
What was the best part of the Storyline experience? The sense
that we are fellow travelers! We got to know and love each other.
Don’t miss the chance to enroll in Storyline next time it is offered.
And feel free to ask me, Judi and Chuck Brandt, Deborah Amy,
and Ruth Stuhr about our experience.

915 E 4th Street
Tucson, AZ 85719

Office Hours: Monday - Thursday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Closed - Friday
office@firstchurchtucson.org
www.firstchurchtucson.org
Sundays at First Church:
8:30 am Worship
10:00 am Worship
11:00 am Fellowship
11:45 am Korean Worship
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